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Federated Learning Systems: Towards Effective and Efficient
Machine Learning Systems on Data Silos
ABSTRACT
Federated learning has been a hot research area in enabling the collaborative training of machine learning models
among different organizations under the privacy restrictions. As researchers try to support more machine learning
models with different privacy-preserving approaches, there is a requirement in developing systems and
infrastructures to ease the development of various federated learning algorithms. Just like deep learning systems
such as Caffe, PyTorch, and Tensorflow that boost the development of deep learning algorithms, federated learning
systems are equivalently important, and face challenges from various issues such as unpractical system
assumptions, scalability and efficiency. Inspired by federated systems in other fields such as databases and cloud
computing, we study the system design requirements for federated learning systems. We find that two important
features for federated systems in other fields, i.e., heterogeneity and autonomy, are rarely considered in the existing
federated learning systems. In this talk, we will take a systematic comparison among the existing federated learning
systems and present our research progress and future system research opportunities and directions.
More details about our research can be found at http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~hebs/ and related survey
(https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.09693).
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